Waiau Subdivision -- Unit 2-A -- preliminary soil report; Waiau, Ewa, Oahu, Hawaii by Koike, Ezra
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In accordance with your request, soil explorations were made to determine ' · : ·:. . -.: 
. general soil conditions at the proposed residential development site for 
>.: . . : . Waiau Subdivision - Unit 2-A • 
.. ; The surface soils ~t the site may be generally described as stiff to very 
.. 
'•· 
'_,·. · .. 
·: .· · ... · ·· ::, · ,.. .·.··stiff reddish.,.brown clayey silts and silty clays with some rocks or 
. ~·,·.· .. ~·:; .. _..:.· .. ·boulders. Occasional clay pock~ts are anticipated.··· ' : ,.1~ . 
..... ,::·.:,/;.{: ..~.:::·.··:.The proposed light residential houses JJ\SY be supported either directly on . · .... ,. ,•' 
. '.' 
· t,.,,,·::.\t:::.~':. '.·stiff existing ground or on compacted fills .constructed from on-s::l.te soils. 
.... > ;·. Localized clay pockets near the surface should be removed and replaced with 
. ',, . -::; select soils before house construct~on. 





Some grading and filling of the site are contemplated. The ~arthwork . . , 
should be done in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 23, Revised·.:: ···· ···. '· 
··. Ordinances of Honolulu, 1961. As Amended .and the reco1nm.endatioi)s contained .: 
. . . . 
herein •. · · .. ··. ·~ .. ·: .... 
· .The· report 
:·results*. 
·'· .. ·':__. ·. . 
LocatiQn Plan, boring logs,· laboratory· t:est·. :.; 
limitations. · 
Respectfully submitted·,·. 
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\· 
·The purpose of this exploration was to determine general soil colldition~ 
· .. , ·• · ' · · .··. for residential development for the p~oposed W~iau Subdivision - Unit 2-A. , 
·.~ . 
··' _. . ~ 
:'·· 
. ··, '·"· 
·,· ... 
. ... . •"· 
.. , 
. :-· 
,-,"',;· .- .· 
... ·, ~ . ·, .. ,; . 
' , , 'r ~ ' ~ . ' , 
. ' . . 
This report ;l.ncludes field explorations, laboratory tests and general 
recommendations for site grading and. residential foundatiol). des:l,g-n • 
·. ',. 
", .. : 
FIELD EXPLORATION 
Seventeen exploratory borings were made at the site. The. lc:>cat;:ic;m_~; of 
these borings are • shown on the Boring Location Plan. Descriptions of. the.:· 
undE7rlying soils encountered are shown on Boring Logs Nos• ·1 thru 17. 
·., Also. attached are the logs of· five borings l_Ilade for Wa:La1.1 · S11bdivision 
· Unit 1 soil report. 
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. So.il samples were recovered Wit}l ·2-in~· tb.~n~~~ll .tupe· a,Ild ·.stan4ard split!.' .. 
. ' .. :··, . ' .. ,'. ' .. ,· . : .. : /~.· ,,·'" ·.',· /" . ·~:. :· ~ -7:' j. • ' > ••.. ·.·... : 
' . '~·- ' .. ': . . 
'• • 'I ,• '• ' ' ~ • ~\ 
. .''. spoon samplers. 
".·· .. ' 
LABORATORY TESTS 
·.·Laboratory tests inc:luc:led: natural water content and cienaity,unconfined. 
· .. ~ ·. 
. • • J _· • • ' 
. · ........ ' 
.··! 
' coDipressiQn, Atte7:berg limit; spe~ific gravity i: AASHO· T-:18<>-:57 :density, 
. . . -. :' : -~, 
·.· .' expansion . and : CBR. :: . ,; .. 
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A list of, the standard f.ield and laboratory ~est metho.ds used for this· 
. . . · ... 
project is given in the Appendix~.·· 
. :._:· ., .' 
:· ·.:, . ~. . ':-~:.: ·. ·: :. ·. : 
•';','''· '·-~ ,A summary· of the laboratory test:. r~sults is give~ i_n Tables IA thru IE. : .. ~- ~ .. ' 
I., .
. . 
'····~ ' ',"' ...... 
I 
SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
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~ ... ., .. i' : . '. ~ . 
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;·:. ·. :, ,· .. 
i.'· . -GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS 
·::· ..... 
I' • • •.; ~ 
' ~ . !, The proposed site is located in W~iau and north of Wa~au Subdivision.-
. ·.·e ·. ' Unit 1-D now \lnder c~>nstruction~ 
.· ' 
.,.· ~ ) 
:: ·~-\~-... 
~. ~: 
r·. The site was a former cane field. Concrete irrigat_ion ditches, flumes 
.. 
·.' and .cane roa(J.s were _noted on the .site duri,IJg ·the field explorations o An 
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earth fill reservoir is located j u8t. outside. the northeast boundary o 
'The exJsting ground generally slopes down.from north to sout;h at about a 
5 to 10% grade _with. variatio·l)s ·in. iocCl.l~zed areas. ·'At ·the northwest and 
east bounda~ies~ ~the ground:s:lopes 4own 
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varying abo\lt. 20 to 
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..• ' ' · .. · INTERPRETATION OF SOIL CONDITIONS · 
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. From· the field exploration and laboratory test results, the soils may 
be generally described as .follows: 
Sti~f-to very stiff reddish-brown·clayey_silt and silty clay 
with occasional boulders to about 20 ft, th~. depths drilled., 
Some localized, clay pockets were a_lso noted • 
··· Water was not noted in ·the bor~pgs dt1r;i.ng tlie. field exp_lo·r~tions. 
For m6.re ·detailed descriptJ,ons of s.oils en~ountere4 . in the borings, refer . ' ;, ~ 
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to t~e boring logs. ' . . . t :'' 
(. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
•- At present, the plan is to clear and grade . the site .. for residential 
development. The proposed grading is to ·use· _cut and, fil,l . slopes of 
'generally less than 10 to 15 ft in height • 
In general, the soils ·are clayey silts and silty clays with rocks or 
boulders. Occasional clay· pockets ·that are expansive are anticipated • 
The on-s.ite soils, in genei;'al, have suf:ficient; sq·ength. to support the 
.fills and proposed light_ residential structures,· provided. the site .i~. 
. '. . -= . . . . . . ·. 
· ·{ ':: . cleared and grubbed, drained and localized soft spots are removed.· ., · 
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.. ·.· 
Site Grading 
'' 'I .. 
Surface v:egetation and miscellai:leous d,ebris shou_lci be cleared : 
. : ·:~ and removed -p·rior to. si,te fillii;tg. · Lc>catized :soft Vtlckets. 
· .. '... '' 
. ~-:-~;' · :: ·· encountered during.the ·site preparation should. be~ ex~avated, 
.•:·· • _. -·~· ' 1 " ~,! 1 l / , , ' · ~ ,' , ' 1 1 , • '~ 1 ' 
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·,··. 
and backfilled with compacted select material. Provisions to 
drain the site should be included. during and.after the comple~ 
,· 
. ~ ~ ..... 
tion of filling operations~· 
;_,' .. 
'• 
·.:: The· ground at t'Qe .northwest and .northeast .corners of the site 
· .. '.: 
··· .. 
· '· . ·• slopes down with grades at about. 20 to 40% or more. About. 10 ,-., 
to 15,;.ft fills are proposed ov~r the 'existing slopes to construct 





.. , ,. 
··1.' • ~· . 
. . . 
·. •,·, 
'•'t 
. ··.' ·. 
level lots. If practicable, construction of fills over sloping 
ground steeper than 25% (4 horizontal to i v~rtical) should be .·•· 
avoided or constructed with ~trem.e care. 
In general, lots should be graded to drain away from slc>pes to 
If the lots are drained towards the slopes, · '•/ · · > .. ~:. · ; . . . · :· . '· :. minimi~.e erosion. 
:- \ ... · .. · .. ·· .. \ ~ ... 
·.· ... 
' 
·. •' :•··' 
.. ·· .. 
, ... ,.· 
.. · 
.. : ' 
•' . ·:·: · .. : •. 
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: . . . 
>·-··:. 
., . ·.··;. 
, .. 
.... 
· ..... ·.:· positive lined dra:inage swales should l:le prQvided tp minimize .I· 
. ' 
' . 
erosion and slumping of the slopes. 
. . ~ .. 
, • ·· In ·general, the on-site soils tn.!ly. be used for: the construction ':··,.· 
, of the proposed fills. Grading work should be done as required·' . 
_.,..,· by the F .H.A. Data Sheet 79-G; Revised Ordinances of Honol~l~1,.·· . 
.·,:· .. :·. 
-:-·· 
. ·: .. ) .:1961 As Amended; and as recommended below:: -:·: . 
.. . .. . ~ . 
... ' 
·.· . 
·.:.···· .. '',·' 
·-;' 










1. The area should be cleared .and grubbed. . .·· .... 
·Tc>psQil 'and stockpiled soils should be.either ·-;_ 
·· . (a)· stripp~d to stiff nat:uraf ground or. (b) • 
'• ;· 
···{·· .. ::.scarified>and .. recompac.ted.:b~fore.: .. tl'le placement.· 
\ ,\'' .• . 
.. /·•. 
\ . 
.• ~ t ' 
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·•.· Hard surfaces aiong exist:i.~g haul roads 
should be· sc~r~fie4 down. to stiff. soil~ S:I)d 
··· .. 




;4~; Thin sidehill fills (sliver fiiis) on sloping 
· · • areas ~hould be avoided. 
'The.constructiolJ. of fills over 
slopes that are greater than 25%·/. 
' ' ' 
should be avoided, o~ tllilde w:i,t4.~treme 
In such cases_, after clearing and grubbing, 
-drainage·biankets and subdrains should be 
fill constructiotJ.. Con-
stru~tion of the lower portion of. the slope 
granular material should ·be. considered.·· 
drc:d.nage :and irrigation ditches where 
·fills ate proposed, the bottom and sides should :. -' 
·• be . stripped cJ,own ~o 'E;t:i,~f n~tural ground or 
scarified and tecompacted before the . 
.. ,: 
"' 
~ba~do:ned irrigation cond,uits .or 
are encountered. on the site, they. should 
. . .. , .· ·.· 
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a conduit from finish gracie should be removed .. : 
:·and the e~c.i:lvat:ions .. backfilled with compacted ... 
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. . ': -~ . 
. . _ .... 
: ·,·': 
. . '~:- .. ,:-
· · 8 •. Fills should be constructed in approximately .. 
.level layers starting at the lower end. and 
working upward. Where fills are made on 
~ . . 
' .. · 
·_, '•• 
sloping areas steeper than about. 5 horizontal · ;< 
to 1 vertical, the ground at the toe of the· 
-fill should be benched to a generally level.• • .
condition.. As the fil( is brought up, it · · '· 
... ... :· 
should co:ntin\lal.ly be keyed into the stiff 
..... , . 
.· .. ;· 
. ·' , ... 
'1 .. 
natural ground by .cutting.steps in,to: the ·.·:. :. ': '. 
::· .. . . 
. ·.slopes and compacting the fill: into these 
··-.steps. . ... 
·' . 
, • . I . 
9 .• · If boulders are proposed to be used in the 
construction of fills, they should generally 
. ... :. 
. . ~ ' .. 
... I 
',• .· 
be pl,aced along. the toe se.ctions of fill 




. ·Before placing any boulders, the subgrade 
-.· should be. stripped to stiff natural grourid and· .. 
shaped to drain. A layer of granular fi,lter 
mater,ial should be placed on the subgrade. and .. 
the \loulders placed on the filter layer. The 
void· sp~ces_ between boulders shoulc:l be filled · ·· 
.·, ·. :' 
.·. ,·· .. : 
.. . . . ~ 
·.' 
.... 
... · . 
. . ·.· ~. . 
·1 ' 
. · .. 
'• ,• 
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'.) •. • ••• j•.' ·, •• 
.... ~-' . ' ·,: . 
,,. 
material should be placed against the boulders . 
-before'. any ea,rth fills are placed against th.e . 
boulders. See attached sketch, Figure 2· 
10• Fills should be laid in 6-in. compacted layers 
to 90% of the maximum density determined by 
·•· . the AASHO T-180;;..57 ·test method. 
~ . . . . 
. '·:; .· 
•· ·.' ··~ ·· · .11. . Where clay pockets are ·encountered near the 
I , • :' 
surface, they should be· removed to a depth of · · 
about ~ ft and replaced with less expansive •. · ':, ,· ·,' ·.· .. 
•• 
···· .. 
. . ~ ... , ' 
·,· 
·i .... 
, .. ,,..· 
.. ···:';.'. 
·: ',' 
'. ~ \ 
··, .. ; 
on-site soils whenever a building structure 
or pav$}ent is contemplated. ·. 
Slopes 
··,·'· ,, . , In g~neral, cut and fill slopes of 2 horizontal, to l vertical 
. , .. ·"···· 
'\'· ..... 
:.•·. 
. or flatter are reconnnended. Some slope adjustments· and patching .. • 
"· 
. ·?. l 
· may be required where . clay pockets are encountered. 
' .. _. ,;· 
·· ... ;._ .'· 
... ·: .. 
... ' 
.:-. :;., • ....... i. 
If slope heights (top to. toe) of greater. than 15 ft are 
" I 
I' > :·. :. • ' ..... ;; ''t ··~\ .·. · · considered, 8-ft-wide benches should l;u~ pJ_ace4 ~1: he:t,g'Qt 
intervals of about. 15 to 25-ft intervals.; 
:-:;•· 
·' .. 
·,, I• • 
.' -.'.' 
. :r; ,\,.: .,:· · •. < .. 
.. '. 
To minimize erosion, the runoff froili. rainstorms should be-
'- . ~ . 
' .. · 
') 
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,; / .... _:,. 
-· :· . ,:· diverted by berms or ditches away from slopes whenever practicable~ · 
·.-·,· .. 
:'.·· 
. . . :
' " '. . '. ~ 
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; •'I 
. : ':. 
The surface of f.ill slopes .should be colllpacted by cat-tracking · .. 
.·-, 
. ·.· or with a sheepsfoot ro;ler. ·· · · . : '" 
't 
.... Slope planting is recommended, on· cu.t and fill slopes to minimize 
. ·~ erosion. · 
,• ,_. -; -. 
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.. Slope adjustments or .. other. precautions. may be ~ecessary if 
. seepage zones ~r soft spots are encountered in loc~lized areas • 
Foundations 
·If earthwork is carried out as specified, the stiff natura~ 
ground and compacted filis.should develop adequate bearing 
values to support the pro!)osed light·residential structures. 
For light one and 2-story houses, differential settl~ents . 
will probably be negligible and within the. settlement 
tolerances of residential structure~. 
. General reconunendations for foundation construction are· as 
~. . . . 
... '· follows:· ~· 










structures, conventional house·foundations 
.. such as slab-on-ground construction. or 
and-beam construction may be used •. · 
· · 2 •. ; Bearing values for a given soil usually vi!ry <: 
with the size and depth of footings~ For 
' . ' :~ 
light,. one and 2-story structures, beax:ing .· 
values of about 2000 p~s.f. ml:lY be used. 
.:.3 • So~t spots or pockets of loose material 
. . ' . . . . 
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backfilled with well-graded granular mate...; 
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4 .• · · Concrete slabs on ground should be placed i·-. 
' . ~ ' 
over a base ·course of 4 in. of well'""graded ·· • 
.-... :, ' 
gravel less than 3/4'""in. and greater than 
1/4-in. in size. The subgrade shoul~ be 
. coi_Ilpa~ted ·and shaped to a level surface or ·· 
to drain, if practicable, and generally 
shouid ·be kept· slightly _higher than the ·'·' ·· 
finish grade outside the building~ 
5 ~ •· Because of the downhill creep effect of 
.•,' 
,,, 
· .. ;.. 
.... : 
,·. 
,' ' ... :. soils on a slope, some settlements may occur ., \ ••• 1_, 
.. ·,,. 
,r.' 
. ~ :· . 
. e. 
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near the tops of slopes~ Buildings·shou1d 
. ·,. 
generally be placed about . 15 ft from the tops .. · > 
. ; .. 
· .. . :· :· ... : .. · .. 
. ':: 
: .. :.,',1 >' · •• 
.., of slopes·. This distance may be reduced for 
lower slope heights, e. g., 10 ft for 10-ft\ , . 
high slopes;· but gep.er~lly not closer. than 
·~- . 
. <,.'.' 
·.; _ ... 
.. ·:. ;·· 
·:,. 
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. 5 ft .from the top of.· any slope· • 
6. Construction o~ retaining walls on slopes 
·should generally be .avoided. 
T. , Good surface drainage away fro~ the foundation· 
.··.of structures should be .maintained and the 
. ' 
•' 'I 
si.te ·should ~¢ :graded at . all;· ti~es· to pr~v;ent: ... · 
• ·-·r,.; 
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... ,,/ ';; ... ..· .... Roadway. 
. . , .'.'. 
In general, a rough est:fjpate of the roadway pavement thickness· 
' ..... , 
·.,:.·.•· 
.. for the light residential t·raffic anticipated is as follows:. . 
... ' : .... : ._ ... , ·:·: 
. '• .... "' 
··,· ... 
· L . Wearing course .... 2-in. ·asphaltic concrete,.·· 
2. Base ·cours~ 6-in. base course • 
. ·•. 
~. Subba!;e 6-in. subbas•e course over a 
'• •' 
prepared subgrade • 
.. · ,· 
. · ... ' ~· .:~ ' 
. ' 
··.'' Provisions should be made in the contract documents to allow 
'••' I:. '': • :.·.,•. ,, 
. . . •. •' ~' 
~ ·. . . ·~· ,. •· for local adjustments re~arding. subbase requirements· in the · 
'. :·,_ . ' . . . 
i: •I 
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field in accordance with the design standards of the City 
. and County of Honolulu. In fill areas, the use of select 
'soils within the· top 2 to 3 ft of the subgrade .may reduce 
the thickness or elindnate the need for the subbase.course. 
low points, weep hol,es should be p;Laced at ~ubgrade levels 
. thru the walls of. the catch basins which are :placed in these . . 
l.ow areas • 
•:". 
.... 
:::: ~ utilities '··' 
'/' ·, 
·' ,. ·,. 
·' Utilities shou;id be ·placed after the fills are constructed .. 
. . . . . 
Utility lines should be designed with flexible joints'· p~r~:i..~ .• 
. ·.· 
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•• '•. Unforeseen Conditions 
Unforeseen ot undetected conditions such as soft ~pots and 
·.r:·:· 
abandoned utilities .may·· occur i11 localized areas and will 
have to be 'adjusted'' an~ corrected in the field as. they' are: 
detected_ •. · 
·. -~ . 
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PROPOSED SPECIFICATION FOR EARTHWORK . . . :.: · '·,· 
WAIAU SUBDIVISION - UNIT 2-A 
· Generai Description 
This item shall consist of·clearing and grubbing, preparing of 
' land to be filled, excavating and filling of the land, spreading, 
compacting .and testing of the fill, and subsidiary work necessary fOr· 
· grading the site • 
Clearing, Grubbing and Preparing Areas to be Filled 
Vegetation, ·rubbish and miscellaneous material shall be removed 
.. ~ . ·: ·.·.:·:~~ .>>. 'a:nd disposed of, leaving the disturbed area with a neat, debris-free 
" ~. ' 
:·, -'.••:: ·, ~··appearance •. 
. . ~. ' .. 
·._,, 
·,:.· 
Vegetable matter shall be removed from the surface upon which fill ' ' 
• .· ..... ·. , . is to be placed. Topsoil and stockp:f:led soils shall be (1) stripped to 
... ':./<'·stiff natural ground ·or (2) scarified and recompacted before the placement,. 
, .. 
/·. of fills. Loose surface soils encountered at finish grade shall be 
. ,t'. 




' ... , . 
..:: '~. · ... 
.···r .-. 
I!.,;_·, •'' 
. ·. ~··. 
· scarified a~d recompacted. 
Hard sur.faces along ex.isting haul roads shall be· scarified down to 
stiff soils and recompacted to mat~h the density .of the surrounding soil. 
Materials 
. Fill material shall consist of selected on-site soils or approved 
borrow soils. The soils shall contain no more than a trace of organic 
and deleterious 111atter •. 
Borrow soils shall be·select_soils generally less than 3-in. maximum 
size, . with more than 30% £ ines. and a plasticity index generally less . t_han 
.. '. 
· ... ·. 
·.: ·.:~. . ' ;·_,· 
I : 
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· Fill material placed in the top ·2 ft of fills shall contain less 
'·' •' 
than 30% . 1 grav,e • 
,. 
: /" ,.·. 
·.eJt. 
". ,·· .· 
. ": .... 
:-: .·. 
·, ,. 
.· ... Placi1lg• Spreadin1?i and Compacting Fill.Material 
·, .·· 
. '· .. The selected fill m_aterial shall be placed in lev.el layers which, 
. ·. when cot)l_pacted, shall not exceed 6 inches. Each layer . shal_l be spread 
.· .. · evenly and thoroughly blade-mixed during the spreading to insure uniformity 
)',' 
'.: , ... ·.··· 
'I'. 
of material and water content within each layer. 
Rocks OJ:' cobbles shal,:l not be. allowed to nest and voids between 
'rocks shall be carefully filled and compacted with small stones or earth. 
When the water content of· the fill material is well below the 
·optimum for compacting purposes, water shall be added :until the water 
content assures a thorough bonding during the compacting process. 
When the water content of the material is well above the optimum 
·.for compacting purposes, the fill material shall be aerated by blading or 
by other satisfactory methods until the.water content i~;~ near the optimum. 
·After each layer has beeil placed, mixed and spread evenly, it shall · 
be compacted to 90% of maximum density in accordance with AASHO Test.No. 
T-18Q-57 or other comparable density tests. Compaction sh~ll be wit}l 
sheepsfoot rollers, multiple-wheel pneumatic-tired rollers or other 
acceptable rollers which shall be able to compact the fill to the 
specitied density. Rolling· shall be .accomplished while the' fill material· 
is at the specified water content. The rolling of each layer shall be 
.continuous over its entir.e area and the toller. shall make· suffic-ient 
passes to· obtain the desi:red density •.. · 
.····· 
,' .· 
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) ~- . 
:· . .. · 
Field density tests shall be "ID~de to get an inQ.icat:ion of the : '• 
''· 
·· compaction of the fill. Where sheepsfoot rollers are used, the soil 
may be disturbed to a depth of several inches. Dens;f.ty reaQ.ings shall . -.·, 
' .. " 
.::,! be taken as often a~ necessary in the compacted material below the 
·~· .•. ···.disturbed surface. · When these readings indicate that the density of '•' '· 
.· .. ·' 




. ~ . 
. ·~ ; 
. :··. 
any layer of fill ~r po~tion thereof is below tbe r.equired 90% density. ; . ' . : ~: .. 
... , .. , .. I 
thatlayer or portion shall be reworked ~ntil the required density has. 
· '· been obtained. . ,. ··~· 
. . . 
The fill operation shall be.cOI}tinued iri 6-in. compacted layers. 
;\ 




.•... · and grades as. shown on the accepted plans.· 
· . Excavation 
'. 
"· ; '• 
·:: ..... 
:_,.: 
. . ,-_· 
.·.· 
-;.:: 
· .. ', :_ 
Suitable material from excavation shall be used in, the fill and 
··.· ... ·. 
unsuitable material f.rom excavation shall be disposed of. · 
Unforeseen Conditions 
. . 
If unforeseen or unc:letected critical soil.conditions.suchas·soft 
spots. or seepage water are encountered during the. field operations; · · 
.corrective measures shall·be made :f.n the field. as they are detected. 
·R.ainy Weather 





Fill material shall not be placed, spread or rolled during unfavorabl~ 
\:weather. conditions. When the work i~ interrl.lpted by 'heavy rain; fill 
operations shall not be. res.4IIled until field t:ests:.iri4icate. that the ·water 
·. j 
· .. . :) 
.. , . 
.... ·. 
\ ..... 
· .... · ... : · co.~ tent and. 
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Symbols used generally are in accordance with the Unified Soil 
Classification System. 
Where a parenthesis "(MH)" is used, tbe soil sample was classified 
by visual observation of the sample recovered. 
Where no parenthesis "MH" is used, the soil sample was. classified 
from either the Atterberg limits or sieve analysis test results. 
·:.· 
':·.:. 
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..... , ... 




c..e Liquid Limit. 
Plastic Lim_it 
Plasticity Index 




UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
... 
. . . · 
'·.:·,~·:·.'" 
"ME.p1UM ... :·:MLP· Q.l.IIC.K 
._, .·. :.·· '. MIS.PIUM . ~~·'"~1· MIS.£7 
. . .· W\~D· • I·H~M : . M~D\UI'I\ 
. .. · .. ·.·,.-: .•·,' 
. . . . -:- ·-· MI-l ·C.l-1 





?t..OW· ME..P . 
ME.-P-1-\I~H 
M'€;0\UIV\ 
APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITY '"2.,f>?: .. , ... 
EXPANSION AND CBR TESTS 
(Surcharge-51 P.S.F.) 
Molding Moisture, % . 
Molding Dry Density, P.C.F.: ·. 
Swell upon saturation, % · 
CBR at 0.111 Penetration 
.::·.· 
. .-




(AASHO T-180-57 Method~: ' ··---- _.,...A......;..· __ 
Dry to Wet or Wet to Dry '" .. ·-- _.:. t7f\"tTq_we.T .. ~·,. __ ....,.. ........ -
Max. Dry Density (P.C.F.) : ... ·:·. . ... , . too.4 -·------
Optimum Moisture (%) ~ · ·· · · · -"' .... ·.- ·· ---~~-:-':: -~- .: "2.~.+ 
.... 
:· ... · ... 
':. .· .· . .- ... 











. WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 
CIVIL. STRUCTURAL. SOILS ENGINEERS ~ 
By ... 














w;:....l,b...U 5oUf:>D'I'II5ION • UN IT ?. ·A 
·_.TABLE .I_Q_;- SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 
BORING-NO. 
SAMPLE NO. 













. ATTERBERG LUiiTS 
· .. " ,. 
__ :, "·_. 
'.-.. 
. . . ' . ' . I"Z. IS 15 
.. ·, 





": ·'~-;_-1 . . . . .. : 
.. 
; .. ~ .. 
'• . ' 




· ----. RS'OD\51-t • ' . R'e:>PDIStt • - .. RWDIS\-1 .' 
·- . e~ov-.~H e~oWH · , . e>~owN 
:--: ~1\..-"N GI.A'f _"!1\\...i'f C.I.A'( . CUI.'/'1 ">ll-1 














1o.o'· 1 r.o' 
. R~POIS~· 
·~owN 








, .. , · :·-:,_:_ ~· ~L.OW • ME.D' 
·· · ; ,·,·~ ·\ME.D'~HIC:!H 
·.· ... • :' •• • e ••• : MW--1-1\C>\-\ 
: 7LAW• ME.D' 
·~ McP· H14H 
M&DIVIV\ 
.... ME.PIUM .. ME..D'IUM 
UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION .· / .. · .. . L .... 
. APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITY ·. :{~> 
- EXPANSION AND CBR TESTS 
(Surcharge-51 P.S.F.) 
Molding Moisture, % 
Molding Dry Density, P. C. F.-·' . 
Swell upon saturation,· % 
CBR at 0.1" Penetration 
MOISTURE-DENSITY RELATIONS. OF. SOILS. , 
(AASHO T-180-51 Method_) 
· ·o &1..\G>~i- ~W. M~DIUM 
-..,......,---,~---- .. ·-.....--.....--" 
.: ..... :.. .... ·· . . · ...... _______ ,. 
Dry to Wet or Wet to Dry · · · ·· · · · ·-· .....,.....,.... ....... __,.. 
Max. Dry Density (P.C.F.) ,;, 
• Optimum .Moisture (%) · ·: · ·· ; , <7~::-.;.;.;.;,;..·· .-;._;;.;.;.;,.;.,;.;;···.; ... c.~;;..;.;...;.~~-~ ...... _. ---..-___,;~ 
, .r :-
REMARKS·: • ' j 
Date &·r, •11 By .. · B· 
. ,,_·. 
.·.: . 
~' : ) 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 
' CIVIL. STRUCTURAL. SOILS ENGINEERS I 
..... 
.. 
. ~- ·' 





- . ·_.. ·. ~... - ' 




. ·• .' 
··: 
·~-. . . 
.. · .. 
;:. ·. 
••• 
... WAIA..U . 5Ue>PI"1.5JON • UI'JII 'Z ·A.. 
TABLE.I ~·:.-·SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 
1 
•' I' ~ 
.. BORING NO. I G. I G. 
e, 
.. ' __ .,;..-__,._ 
C:,.O'•G..&.· 
E. ;.......;. __ .....,__/ ·-------
'1.0.0'· 7.1.0'. .·\ 
SAMPLE NO. 
DEPTH BELOW SURFACE . 
DESCRIPTION 
GRAIN-SIZE ANALYSIS 










. ATTERBERG LUfiTS 





: Re.DDISii • 
. ·.···:: 'e>~O\NN· 
~~---
· · . M01'1'L.:E;o 
.. e~ow~ -Q..~o . . :· .. ft (i:.RP-.'/ 
. : C\.A"J . 
.. C!.~'f~~ S\'-'l :..-.... ................ · ........... ...., ........ . 
. ·.·· 
.-. ,· . 







•, . : . ·-. 
' : -~ :. :: . 
....... ·. :' 
·,. 
, .... "--~TUR.AL.. ·-· 
So 
'Z.1 
· ·:~t-~o~~· VE.R"' it.dW . M f..t?'l L.1 M Dilatancy 
Toughness 
Dry Strength 
>~ME;.t7~ 1-l"lc:.H ... Mf.t7·J..IICaH ··:.· 
......... -~-..... 
.··. ··:MW. -~lCD". ···· ··· M&\?IUN\ 






.APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITY · ·· · . -··· ...... ___ ,, .. - ---·· . ··---·~---··-·---·· ... .--~----------- ----- ._ ... 
.EXPANSION AND CBR TESTS ·· · 
(Surcharge~51 P.S.F.) 
Molding Moisture, % · . · • · 
Molding_ Dry Density, P.C.F.· 
Swell upon saturation, % ·. 
CBR at 0.1" Penetration 
' . 
MOISTURE-DENSITY RELATIONS OF SOILs· 
(AASHO T-180-57 Method~ . ·· 
-------
Dry to Wet or Wet to Dry. . · · · · · · · --------
Max. Dry Density (P.C.F.) .'.:' · · .. 





WALTER LUM ASSOCJAns, INC. 1 
ciVI~ STRI.iCTURAI. SOILS _ENGINEERS g 
Date 0·~·11 By f?> 
•• }r·· .. ••• 
>· 
. '' 
. . ,._ . 
·,: ,· PLASTICITY :.CHART: ... •',I•' 













·; .. .. 













; ·.· (/) 




: 0. 30 
. . ~-G 
c~ 1% 
. A 
~ •• 1' \Cll·e .. \CD~ ,._ ; ' . . ' 
_q/51" / 
.. ~,.. 1\ • trb 
/ 1-0 
- v 
' 20 , 
,:_, 
10 
ICL-M .. ./ ML· 
1/ I . . · ... : •. 
.. 
40 50_,. 60. 








-.~. '• - ' 
.:·· •.· .. '., .. 
DATE . &.s .. 1 I av· ·-~T.· 
. .._ 





V s-c .. 







. ·, ~' . 
·'' 
.. ~ 




·' MH a OH 
i. 
t_; 
.. ··· . 
.. 
., 
·. 130 ·.110 120 
.. l... 
;.:.·i~ 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 
. CIVIL. STRUCTURAL. sOILS ENGINEERS I 
.. _,:. 
'-} .. '._ 
. . 
. :• 
·~- ~ . 
. :- .. 
·.· .. - ·., 
.·. 
·, .': 




~- _: : . . . 
.:·- •. 
... '• 
,. /:· · .. 
~-470 




















PROJECT• :· WAIAU . 5Ue>PIVISION. UNIT "2.·A: "~ ·.·, 
LOCATION• WA.IP..U .. OAHU' HA..WA\1 .. 
SAMPLE NO.• e.o"JN~ '11"1 "'uRFAGE:.. - · 







\· ~ 'l6-I<O AIR \'G IPS CU R.\l£i. CiPU-( F-1" . Gt:2 ~'lrT'(. tz.qo · 
.. \ M"fiYIMI.I IM---9~'1 "QEW7\"N ;.;-·.ep;;0> ~.c:e.·---
~\ .. ' r~ () "\ \ 




J:t ' • . 
. -
.,_ ~~ 
a ... .-;:;:;: 
· .. ~ 






. 0. _· 
· ... ·-
10 20 30 40 
WATER CONTENT ( 0/o). · 
BY ~I· 
AGGREGATE: Yt" M I t-lU~ 
MOLD SIZE: t" 1: 4-;sq'' 












WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC., 
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: .. ~: 
0 i. 
'···I 
r .,.. ,. • 





~ ; . 
.... ,,· 
, .. · ·. . 
l • . .~· ·.' ·. ' 
... . -=.;' 
.' ' . 
. ; 
.~ ; . . . . : 
•' . 
:9-470 
MOISTURE-DENSITY· CURVE (AASHO. T~IS0-57, METHOD~) 
PROJECT• '- WAlALJ 5Uf>t:'IV15ION. UNIT '2.-A ... 
I . 
LO,CATION I ·--\1-.J,b..l,b...U '.OAHU ' HA,WAII . 
· SAMPLE NO.• · e,oRIN4 • 'i "7UI\FAC.e. 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: R~PDIS\.1 ·'bROWN SIL-Tt Ut:...'f ' :: 
AGGREGATE: 14-'' .lv\!NU~ 
MOLD SIZE: 4''"f.t,5q··~e. 1 s~( 
HAMMER: !0~(,- 1 ~~·- pl(o~ 
LAYERS : __....::G-r--:--:--::-_.;_-





















; • J 
. , .. · .. 
70 
60 





0 .··. .10 .·. 
BY 
,;-•. 
·\ "l-eRO AIR \'010 C.U~t: · I (St'U FIG- 6fl ,.,'111'1- 1,.f,'{ 
-.wo:l r.c;:,r.:~ =~ : ~ '. \\ 1 I i \ : 1.) 
I ··~ \ 1\\ iJ\ -~ .. i I ..... 
II \. '· ~ ~ \ J u . 
~ : .. 







20 . . 30 . 40 ~- , 
WATER CONTENT ( 0/o) · .· ·.,.·_: .. 
, .. •: 
•. 
, . ' 
.. . : ... ·:· 
,· "• I ,.·. 
•' "· :. ·: .... 
.··,· .. ' 
·.,,-.;· . "·' . 
-





WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. B 
C,fVIL. STRUCTURAL. SOILS ENGINEERS I 
. ... :·' 
.:.::' .:·.· .. 
~- ' 
:::.:a·· 
.. ~.:~:,~ .• :. 
.. ~ . 
...... 
··· .. :·. 







. .. . ~ 
; .. 
,'' 










' .• Cl) ' 
2: 
L1J .· 90 
·''·.0 





MOISTURE~DENSITY CURVE (AASHO T~IS0-57, METHOD.!.) 
PROJECTz .. 'MJA.I.b-U sqe,t:7\~1510N • U~IT ·.~·A •. '' 
j . ' ' AGGREGATE: V4'' VII 1'\l\~;, 
LOCATION z ·- :W.b. 1 A.u . • ·. OA.H u , HA."VJA.tl ....... ·- , :. MOLD SIZE: 4"f X. 4: ~4" R!r!IH 
... •. HAMMER~ \0 l.ff, I \0" QROf 
SAMPLE NQ,s E>ORINC.. ~I I SUF,FA.GC. .... -LAYERS: ~ ' . 











Mll..'t IK."t VI 1'1-;)1 r • 
·\\ f ' ~-
', I - • '\ 
i 1/ '.' . ' 
i 
:,. 












'0. 10 20 30 40 50 60 
. WATER CONTENT ( 0/o) 
BY 
. ~ .. 
. : ·.·. WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 







. ~ . 
. . . . . . ~. . 
·., .. 
,. ; ' 
. ' .. . . ~- ' 
CBR TEST 
PROJECT• 
LOCATION I ... WA.IA.U • OA.I-IU .•. 14A.WAII 
. SAMPLE NO• f>C>RIN<4.,. .s .. '?URF.b.C.e. .. 
:-· ' .. 
SAMPLE. DESCRIPTION I -~ R'G-001 ~~ ·t?I<Ov-41"\. C..l:.~ie-1 $1'-'! 
IOOO 
... 
' .··. 100 
. ' . ~-
·-a· 
~ ' 
.. - .. : 
:._ ... ·. 














/ ~F -- -· 
.. 








@0,2" PE.NE.T ~A.-r\ON .. 35~/1 
·.;·. . 








... ,• '. 0.4 •. 0.5 
., 
' -~·- . .: . : . ~ . ·' ' . 
. . t' 
.. .... ·· 
. J . 
.;•. 
.\ '· 
·· ... ·. ':: 
·' 
. ', 
CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(iNCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
0. 025 1.80 !CO 
o.o5 o 340 \\3 
0.0 7 5 510 11() 
0.100 G40 2.1~ 
0.1 2 5 1<00 253_ 
0.1 & 0 810 290 
0.1 7 & q...,o 32~ 
0.200 \<X:.O ?l53 
0.2& 0 IZ~O 4\0 
o.aoo \~40 441 
0.1&0 14t:to 4/~'1 
0.400 \SOO S2l 
0.4.5 0 1140 S_B_Q 
0.5 00 teso GI"J 
'AGGREGATE Y411 M!NU$ 
HAMMER WEIGHT I 0 LP,5 
HAMMER DROP 1811 
' . 
No. OF SLOWS S(;,b..PNE.R 
No. Of' LAYERS_· _s.___ 
.. '· . 
. ' . 
···.··;, 
. TEST RESUL TS• .._ .. : ·. ;._·· . 
. ·.·.·,·. 
. \. ... 
·.··-
10-470: 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 2/o,S 
MOLDING DRY DENSI.TY, P.C.-F. 9J.qH 
CBR @. oi' PENETRATION 2.1.'0 ... 
. ~. .. 
'.. . .· '• . 
.. > .· : .. 
·:rrAY_53QA-g:·E-0--.. ---.---~~~~-~~~~5._~---~-. -· ._ -· · · · .· 
DATE .. 1-2.~-11 
DATE · J.,.2~-11 
BY · sp i pwp 
BY ·· Jl 
,··· .. 
.... \ 
'• '·.·· . .' .·.· 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. B •.. 




·,·:··· :-: . ,.' ~ 
. l; 




. ~ .. 
.... · 
I i "'-'· .,n 
··•. ~ .. . ' 
·. .• 
CBR TEST .. · ... 
.. · . ' 
PROJECT• --· .. N..iA.IA.U. 5UIOPIVISIO.N- UI--.IIT ?.~A 










SAMPLE NOI .!>OF..It-.~e:. .. , SUF.F.b.C.E ··--- "' 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 1 . ~'ePD\?~· e>~ow~: GJ...A'1E?j ~''-'1· 
.. 
., v / 
,. / /' 
v . . v 
v ..,..I C..£~" (!::., lo;.); ~ II P~'ll re-\f'~\1 ::>l'\;.~5 llts::\~1 
.J'Z oo ··~ 
.. · .. ,. 
&o 
(2,().\• ~~~le-t ~\\0"' ~ \1!1jlr> \1.'~ . 
I ,. oo 
'/ . ' ' 
I Go I ... 
0.3 ~::L ~~~~k~~ ~J. ·' ~l"1-PENETRA I IN HE TON ( C S) .. ~- TEST RESULtS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 1.'\-.0 
MOLDING DRY DENS!TY, P.C.F. '\q·'\ 
. CBR @ 0.1'' PENETRATION \1.'? 





-- 5 0.4 0. ' 
. ' 
' ~-··. ; . :-
.. 
'; ~ .. '·, ... , 
. ' .. 
: ~ . 
· .. · ... 
.. ~. 




CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
UNCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
0.025 eo 'l1-
0.05 0 11..o 1'? 
0.0 75 ~50 \11 
0.1 00 A-10 \51 
0.1 2 5 Eso ' \~'? 
0.1 & 0 ~'2.0 '201 
0.1 7 6 G:.1o -z·n 
0.200 1"?0 lzk; 
0 .. 250 ~00 '2(.:,1 
0.300 f>10 'Zcto 
0,36 0 16o ~11 
0.400 1040 341 
0.45 0 1\'tO ~1~ 
0.6 00 \'1.00 400 
'AGGREGATE V4r'' Mlr-.IU? 
HAMMER WEIGHT \Ol-8!> . 
HAMMER DROP \ '0" 
No~ OF BLOWS -~lkMetl 
No. OF LAYERS..,...:...o.~"---
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INc.~· 






'. ~ . 




LOCATION• ·' 'NAIAU ' OA.HU ' HAWAII 
SAMPLE NO• ElO"'INC:t ~ ~ ~UP\FAC.E; . 
<,;. 








..J 1D 0 
0 
\0 () 





v I . 










'i ({U). "l." ?~~ e:rt2A:'(' ~.-~ .. 
~AT\ ON: \!t:6lt 0 ... Jt.?_.s 
I 
. 
' Q3 ·~:. . 0.4 ·'· ~l ~I J ·Ore~~ ,'·I. '··. :'.'•, .. 
. . ~p~~~e.O 0 0.1 PENETR~fiON (INCHES) 
'IJ>'~~'{,r;.,7 ' ·-~ .. . ,, . ~ TEST RESULTS• ,·,·· 
.. · •. ·.· 









MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 14-?1. 
MOLDING DRY DENSI.TY, P.C.F. 1oo.o 
CBR @ 0.1" PENETRATION. \to.~ 
'• 1 .. '·. ,• 
·, 
=2P..~5 -~9J\~~9----~~-~~--~-. --- ----A;--:'·--·~---··: ... · .. 
DATE .., .. r:Y\\ BY \N~ 
DATE 1·\3·1\ . BY ?t 
. -
5 
CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
0. 025 f;o 'Z-1 
0.05 0 'l:>:Jo 11 
0.0 7 5 ~0 \'2.0 
0.100 440 \4'1 
0.1 2 6 ~¥>1 le>O 
0.160 fl:l\0 'l.O'; 
0.1 7 5 !.?10 '2.'2.'? 
0.200 1?0 '2.<\? 
0.25 0 ~'30 1.11 
0.300 q40 ?J\? 
0.'55 0 tO~O Sift?; 
0.400 l\10 ~10 
0.46 0 ll'b0 ?"'?I 
0.5 00 \'110 4-'l~ 
AGGRE~ATE Y~" MII\IIA~ 
HAMMER WEIGHT IO\..B7 • 
HAMMER DROP \ CV '' 
No. OF BLOWS $~Yt:\~ 
No. OF L.AYERS_&=----
· .. "t' 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 





PROJECT• · · · WAIA.U .s.ue,PI'VI5ION · UNIT "Z.-A. 
· LOCATION• ······.w.a-1A.u , o.a.~u , HAw.A-•1 · 
SAMPLE NO• e)ORit-44 .. II ~URF,to...C.~ 
· SAMPLE DESCRIPTION• · ReODIS"·eRo\NN <SI~"Pf. ~~ ··· 
/ v 0 .. 
,/ 
v 0 v 
L 
/ v 0 
/ Vc'raa € 
I' 0.'~;, p~~e-1 ZA'(ict-\ ~ 1.fb~, ~~ \'0.'\ 
v 
.. 
/ I 0 
L 
-~--( 
1,..0.\'' 'f ie.N'-rfl "('tO~ ~\I ~10' CD."'t . 
I I -· .. . ~ -· 
I lOO 
I ' !/ so 
. .... ·, .. 
__ .,. ___ -' 
.;. .. ·. 
--- ....... -~.~·· "' -· --··-:-
CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENE-TRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBS.) (PSI) 
0. 02!1 qs ~'2 
o.oe o 'l.l 0 10 
0.0 7 D ?J40 II:; 
0.100 lfiPO IS~ 
0.1 2 IS 510 l'{O 
0.1 &0 ColoC> 1.'20 
0.1 7 8 1SO '250 
0.200 t>40 'lf)O 
0.25 0 !~10 ~'2 ~ 
0.300 !\100 ~w1 
0.~8 0 '1'210 4o~ 
0.400 l:.\0 4_,:,_]_ 
'0. 4 6 0 \£1-1.0 41} 
O,G 00 \Soo ,?oo 
. AGGREGATE '4•' ~INU7 
HAMMER WEIGHT \0~. 
HAMMER DROP \ $" 
No •. OF BLOWS @e1t..Mf..y?. 
. No: Of LAYERS----=~~-
~ &.' . ':t 0.3 ,'" .. .. 0.4 ,. 0.5 .: .. ~~~$."(~ 0 °·1 PENETR~9loN (INCHES). (l.O\~ ... ~ 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 'Z.S,q 
MOLDING DRY DENS!TY, P.C.F. 'tl4: 
CBR @ o.l'' PENETRATION · \(e/'Z. '. 
-~~ 7_~1\~~~>-~==--=-- · .. --·----· 4-' ---· ·--- . 
DATE 1 .. 1-,:'l\ 




'' , .. 
:..·· 
r'i 




WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 
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\ ... · 
..•. · 
' ~ . 














PROJECT I ... 
I 
LOCATION a W.A.IALI , OAHU • H.A.WA.II ~~--- :.-" ~::·~ .... :, ' --···- .. ·.~·-:·:·: .::---:·:_·_~:·.::- -~-----
'SAMPLE NOs ·e.aR.II-.IGt t I"'Z. ~URFA.ce;·:~~-·:·--::·- _·: --:::-':·::---:.:-·~- .... _ ... 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION I : R~ODI$\\:- ~RO'NN $\\...1'/ . Cl..t>.'j 
CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
.. 
0. 025 qo 
. 30 
~., 
v ..... / 
0.05 0 \iO s-, 
0.0 715 2.10 ·~ 0.10 0 2.{.0 ~1 
0.1 2 8 2.Go 0.1 
~ ~ ~ 
/ '-CBf @ 0~'4 "PENE. TRATIC N~ l23f 15= 8.2. 
0·1 15 0 ~30 \tO 
0.1 715 350 111 
0.2 00 ~10. 1'23 
0.215 0 330 1'21 
/ 
v· 
0.500 410 13"1 
..J loo 
. . 
/ SS/Ic '-C~R~ ~ o,, .. r ENE.TF AI ION ~ e.s 
v 1S 
I ., ··So 
v .-' ·' ' ... -I .. . . , 




j)ENETRATION · (INCHES)·. • 
TEST RESULTS• 
. MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 24.\ · 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. 31-1 
CBR @ 0.1" PENETRATION e.s .. 
-·o~~.::s9.~\5.t;l>==-~=--=-=~'"'"""--s ___ . _., " 
DATE 1-2:~-1 1 
DATE. · 1-2~;-,, 
BY PP i SP 
BY J\ 
:,-' .. ·~ .. 
'.\: :·.,,_:.. ..··· . 
,:.r 
.. : ' 
.. 
,. 
o.as o 440 L11 
0.400 480 I Go 
'0~ 4 5 0 SIS \12. 
0.1500 sso IB3 
AGGREGATE '1-4'' MINuS 
HAMMER WEIGHT lOL~S 
. HAMMER DROP I '6" 
. No. OF BLOWS SsiL~EB 
No. OF LAYERS __ s'---
: o.5 . 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. I 
._ CIVIL, STRUCTURAl. SOILS _ENGINEERS ~ 
. i 
LOGS OF BORI~GS . 
FROM 
WAIAU SUBDIVISION - UNIT l 


















. ... . . ' 
•.· 
... ...--.. ..... ' 
;( __ ,. 
'. 
.. · 
I ... ,~ ',< • ~:' ' 





WALTER. LUM ASSOCIATES[] 3~30 WAIAl_A£ AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816 • 
Boring Log I "'s· DORING NO. _.,.,f.=_,.._______. $heal No. of ---
PROJECT WA\AU DSVE,LOft1E.NT-UNIT T. Driller WAL:Tt.& LUN t,l;hr)C.., Dale AUG.JS.I'l(qj 
LOCATION \yf\lf..l) 1 E,VJJ:.,., O,ll.ljU, HAW/1..1\ Flold Party LEE, HA\J, MAI<.ALILA ( MOBII..I:. ) . -::1. •• •• TM l<,: 9- 8 _ 0 2;: '2 Typo ol Boring AUbr.::..R MINUTEHAN Diem. __ ___;:v::::,__ ____ _ 
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GENERAL TESTING METHODS 
EXPLORATORY BORINGS AND SAMPLING 
Method for soil investigation and sampling .. 
by auger borings (Tentative) 
- . 
'ASTM Designation: D 1452-63T 
Method for thin wall tube sampling of 
soils (Tentative) 
.. · ASTM Designation: D 1587-63T 
Method for penetration test and split 
barrel sampling of soils (Tentative) -
' '. 
· · ASTM Designation: D 1586-64T 
··:.' .. ·LABORATORY TESTING 
·-:· 
Grading Analysis 
Sieve analysis of fine and coarse 
aggregates 
Amount of material finer-than 
No. 200 sieve in aggregate 
Atterberg Limits 
Determining the liquid limit of soils 
Modified as follows: Substitute 
Casagrande grooving tool. Tests 
· · conducted from natural moisture 
content unless noted otherwise. · 
Determining the plastic liiJ1it of soi.ls 
Calculating the plasticity index of 
soils 
. Specific Gravity 
Specific gravity of soils 
Modified as follows: 500 ML Pycnometer 
Expansion and CBR Tests 
Expansion test and California ·Bearing 
Ratio (CBR) 
Compaction Test 
Moisture-Densi~y relations of soils 
using a 10# rammer and an 18'' drop 
Unified Soil Class.ification 
... ' . 
'.:i . . · 
...... 
AASHO Designation: T 27-60 
AASHO Designation: T 11-60 
··. • · AASHO Designation: T 89-60 
. ,=-
.. 
.·. AASHO Designation: T 100-60 
Section VIII - TM 5-530. 
''Materials Testing" by Headquarters, 
Dept. of the Army 
·AASHO Designation: T 180-57 
Des.ignation E-3 from "Earth 
Manual" by the United States 
Department of the Interior 
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GENERAL TESTING METHODS 
Consolidation Test 
Laboratory Shear Test 
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Chapter IX 
"Soil Testing for Engineers" 
by T. William.Lambe 
The Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology 









.In general, soil fonnations are commonly erratic and rarely unifonn or 
regular. The boring logs indicate the approx~ate subsurface soil 
conditions encountered only at the drill holes where the borings were 
made at the times designated on the logs and may not represent conditions 
at other locations or at other dates. Soil conditions and water levels 
may change with the passage of time and construction methods or improve· 
ments at the site. 
During construction, should subsurface conditions much different £ran 
those in the borings be observed, encountered, or otherwise indicated, 
we should be advised immediately to review or reconsider our recommendations 
i~ light of the new developments. 
Our professional services were perfonned, findings obtained and 
· recommendations prepared in accordance with generally accepted engineering 
practices. This warranty is.in lieu of all other warra~ties.expressed 
· .. 
. . / or implied •: 
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